Information required to nominate a student to the 2019 REU Symposium

1. REU Program Information
   - Program title
   - Site institution
   - NSF award number
   - NSF Program Officer name; email
   - Name and email of REU faculty mentor
   - Name and email of REU PI, if different from mentor
   - Will mentor/PI attend symposium with student? (Y/N—best guess)
   - Is the REU site a renewal from a previous year? (Y/N)
   - Will the research contribute to any of the following: journal, data for NSF proposal, report, social media/news story, patent/invention)

2. Nominee Information
   - Name and email of student nominee
   - Abstract/project title
   - Submission category
   - Student institution; institution state
   - Mentor/PI institution; institution state
   - Student abstract of project
   - PI/Faculty mentor nomination letter
   - Names of all authors